SANDRONE

“Valmaggiore” Nebbiolo d’Alba 2010
Our Valmaggiore is the product of Luciano’s incredible passion for the
Nebbiolo grape variety and the desire to show just how its expression
can vary depending on the soil in which it is cultivated.
The grapes used to make this wine are cultivated in one of the historical cru vineyards in the Roero district - Valmaggiore - situated in the
municipality of Vezza d’Alba, and were first harvested in 1994. The hill is
characterised by an extreme slope and very sandy soil which, together
with the plant density - 8000 vines per hectare - and low yield, convey a
particular, rich yet elegant and always very fruity character.
Grape variety: 100% Nebbiolo
THE VINEYARDS
VEZZA D’ALBA:
VALMAGGIORE
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Altitude: 270 m above sea level
Soil: sandy.
Average age of vineyards: 25 years
HARVEST
The year 2010, as in the previous year, was marked by heavy precipitation
in winter and spring. The seasonal pattern was in the normal range and
never too hot, which fostered a long growing season with a slightly late
maturation. More essential than ever, green pruning and thinning were
absolutely necessary during this vintage to achieve excellent results.
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VINIFICATION
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ALCOHOLIC FERMENTATION: 20 days in steel.
MALOLACTIC FERMENTATION: in French oak barrels with a capacity of 500
litres, all of which used for the second or third time.
MATURING: 12 months in the same barrels where malolactic fermentation
took place, followed by 9 months in the bottle.
TASTING NOTES
Lovely medium garnet red color, which reminds us of the exceptional
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fruits, cassis, pomegranate, rose petals. It has good structure in the
mouth where a nice minerality emerges in the midpalate, followed by a
long, smooth, sweet finish. The wine possesses length and elegance and
will require some patience to reach its peak. This is an elegant style of
Nebbiolo that illustrates the huge potential of wines from Roero region.
Best drinking period: 2013 - 2020

BOTTLING
The following were bottled in the
second half of December 2011:
18.500 bottles
300 magnums
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